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Course:  MATH 008B Section:  014 
Instructor:  Brandon Hector Coya

Question # 18: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR'S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

There were times that he would not do the problems perfectly or would run out of time. Overall Brandon was a good TA because he would do
his best on explaining us how to solve a problem. The office hours were not convenient for several students. 

Great TA. Very clear and very helpful. Knew the material well.

Brandon was very helpful during discussion time. He knew the subject very well and I learned a lot going to discussion. He made it easier to
learn math. 

By far one of the best Ta's I've had in my 9 months here. He was extremely helpful and very thorough. His class encouraged me to ask him
questions and learn the material. Other than some of the quizzes being off topic to inclass material ( which he has no control over ) Mr.Coya
demonstrated excellent teaching abilities and brought on a warming personality towards mathematics. Thank you.

Brandon Hector Coya was a good TA and wanted every student to be successful in the class. Whenever he canceled office hours, he made
sure to make them up in one way or another. I also appreciate the fact that he e-mailed the students about a quiz and encouraged them to ask
for help if they were struggling. Very effective in teaching and writes down explanations and steps on how to solve/approach a problem.

I enjoyed your style of teaching. The step by step, worded explanations were great

In class I appreciated how you had very clear cut notes and would also even write side notes when teaching us the material. Sometimes in math
I get confused because teachers do not explain the steps throughly but that did not happen in your section. Also in office hours you were
extremely helpful and took your time to help me understand the material. I appreciated the way you overall ran the section. You were a
wonderful TA this quarter!!! 

Brandon, One thing I liked about the way you taught this class was how you presented the information in a clear, concise way. It was easy for me
to follow the steps and understand the concept that you were teaching, 

The guy is a little awkward. His master of the subject is also a tab bit iffy, its almost as if he has gaps of knowledge or he cant map out all the
resulting functions in his mind.

The instructor seemed to know the course material very. He was able to clarify the lecture material.

Teaching method was very good; clarified professor's lectures and helped me to understand the lessons. However, methods for working out
problems were occasionally wrong(?), according to the professor (example, finding the local minimum and maximum when we graphed
derivatives). Sometimes messed up when working out problems (ex. forgetting a number or writing the wrong sign), but the mistake was usually
pointed out, so it didn't get in the way of understanding the lesson.

really great discussion teacher 

Amazing TA, made even the most difficult of concepts understandable. 

B's the best, mang. I could tell he didn't really like it when he had to present new material on quiz days, where he only had 30 minutes to cover
the new material and to review for the quiz promptly, that stressed us all out. In fact, I feel his real potential as a teacher shined in his office
hours, especially those on Mondays, when he had two hours instead of just one. Of course, not many people came to his office hours on
Mondays, because the homework hadn't been up very long by that point, and they were at 11 a.m-1p.m, which I imagine is prime-time college
students use to sleep in when they can. He also asks a lot of questions about math which, most of the time, would be answered somewhat
incorrectly, which was hilarious every time. It's a good habit, but it seems as if he's not super-practiced in it. He's also been super interactive with
the class as a whole through his e-mails, which, while they could come across as a little silly, really did make a mark. 



Mr. Coya was an excellent instructor. He always came prepared to his discussions and utilized discussion time wisely and appropriately. He was
always prepared in letting his students know when assignments and exams were due. Overall, he has given me a much better understanding of
the course.

So I know that there's a couple kids in the class that don't really care for you, but you were really helpful whenever I asked you for anything.
You're doing a really good job, and I honestly think you'll be a good professor or teacher or whatever one day

The best TA I've ever had. I would recommend to a friend. 10/10 A+


